
Social Media Cheat Sheet & To-do List

Best Image/Video Sizes

Ever wonder what the ideal size for that Facebook or Twitter image is?  
You’re not alone. Here are some pixels to keep in mind…

Facebook LinkedIn YouTube Instagram Twitter Pinterest

     

You have great news to share about your 
awesome brand, so share away. But remember, 
making friends online is a lot like making friends 
in real life. And face it, talking about yourself 
nonstop isn’t a great look. So rather than posting 
only about features and benefits, establish 
your brand as a resource with expertise in key 
categories of knowledge (topics you’re a true 
expert in). Curate and share around topics, not 
just your brand.

SOCIAL 
TIP: 

Cover Photo: 
820 x 312 px

 
Profile Images: 

180 x 180 px
 

Shared Images: 
1200 x 630 px

Personal 
Background  

Image: 
1584 x 396 px

Profile Image: 
400 x 400 px

Brand Page  
Image: 

1536 x 768

Logo: 
300 x 300 px

Hero Image: 
1128 x 376 px

Business Banner: 
646 x 220 px

Channel  
Profile: 

800 x 800 px

Channel Cover 
Photo: 

2560 x 1440 px

Video Upload: 
1290 x 720 px

Profile Image: 
110 x 110 px

Photo Size: 
1080 x 1080 px

Photo  
Thumbnails: 
161 x 161 px

Instagram  
Stories: 

1080 x 1920 px

Header Photo: 
1500 x 500 px

Profile Photo: 
400 x 400 px 
(displayes at  

200 x 200)

Instream Photo: 
440 x 220 px

Profile Image: 
165 x 165 px

Board Displays: 
222 x 150 px
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Ideal Post Length

How long should that post really be?  
Here are some guidelines for best engagement…
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CHARACTER COUNT

We all know social posts with images get best engagement, 
but if you’re wondering how to marry that text with the 
right graphic, we have some thoughts… 

You’re talking about…  So show…

   Who Image of person/people

   What Image of service/product

   How much Chart

   Where Map

   When Calendar or Timeline

   How Flowchart

   Why Multiple variable plot

Tips for 
Transforming 

Your Text 
Into Visual 

Content



Tasks to Check Off Your List Daily, Weekly, & Monthly

Mastering social media requires constant attention. We’ve jotted down 
a few things to consider for your daily/weekly/monthly to-do lists… 

Daily
 Post engaging, timly content according to your 

editorial calendar 

 Curate shareable content

 Respond to comments/questions/mentions

 Check and update Twitter lists

 Monitor brand mentions and respond as 
appropriate

 Attend to trending hashtags

 Track industry news

 Follow new followers

 Join events such as hangouts and chats

Weekly
 Track campaign performance 

 Review competitors posts

 Monitor and engage with influencers

 Review and update social ads

 Review upcoming week’s posts and plans

Monthly
 Perform social media audit to review KPIs, 

engagement, growth, followers, highest 
performing post times, etc.

 Evaluate performance and iterate

 Compare performance to competitors 

 Host strategy meeting to ID trends and news, 
set goals for coming month, and tweak content 
balance/ratios per learnings

 Review content to ensure brand consistency 
across channels and adjust as needed

 Review long and short term objectives and 
align KPIs

SOCIAL 
TIP: 

Are your competitors blowing it out of the water 
with great voice, videos, graphics or events? Don’t 
feel guilty if you follow their lead – imitation is 
a lovely form of flattery, after all. Oh, and don’t 
forget to replicate your own wins too!

www.pwrnewmedia.com

SOCIAL 
TIP: 

Make sure your brand voice sounds like a person, 
not a robot … and ideally a person you’d like in real 
life. Oh, and keep your brand identity consistent 
across platforms. That doesn’t mean everything is 
the same everywhere, but that your voice, message 
and branding is consistent.
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